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In August 1999 the North Eurasia Group of SIL International and the Institute 

for Bible Translation held a workshop for translators from ten Turkic languages: 

Azerbaijani, Turkmen, Tatar, Karakalpak, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Khakas, Tuvan, 

Altai, and Yakut. None of the translators were trained linguists. Non-native 

speakers of the languages who worked with the translators also participated. 

The purpose was to help the translators consider discourse-related structures 

relevant to translation. These included anaphora, use of pronouns, participant 

reference, focus and topic, word order, sentence length, background/foreground 

distinctions, use of conjunctions, cohesion, and the use of tense/aspect. 

After each interactive lecture, participants worked in groups according to 

language. During these sessions, the participants applied the material that had 

been presented to actual texts. 

The papers that developed from the workshop were published in Comments on 

Discourse Structures in Ten Turkic Languages, edited by Clifton and Clifton. 

Two other papers in the volume, those by Gray and by Humnick, represent work 

by members of the North Eurasia Group who were not able to attend the 

workshop. All the papers are presented as work papers. Each paper includes at 

least one interlinear text upon which many of the observations are based. 

As much as possible, we have left the analyses as they were developed by the 

authors. All the interlinear texts are presented in a 3-line format consisting of the 

text as written, a line with morpheme breaks, and a line with glosses. We have 

not, however, standardized the representation of morphemes. Some authors use 

abstract forms, while others use the surface allomorphs. 

We have standardized grammatical terminology as much as possible. For 

example, in a number of the languages we have made a basic distinction in the 

participles between perfect and imperfect rather than between past and present, 

and have consistently referred to aorist forms as present/future. We also decided 

not to break off derivational morphemes. 

We have used gerund, the traditional term from Turkic linguistics, for forms 

which have been referred to elsewhere as converbs or serial verbs, but 

differentiate between various types. For example, the most neutral form is 

referred to as a conjunctive gerund, while other forms are simultaneous gerunds, 

sequential gerunds, gerunds of manner, and so on. 

We trust these papers, especially the interlinear texts, will be of use to others 

involved in the analysis of Turkic languages. 
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Tatar is a member of the Volga-Ural group of the Kipchak (or Western) 
branch of Turkic languages, and is spoken by approximately 7 million people 
(Berta 1998, Grimes 2000). The Tatar population centre is the Republic of 
Tatarstan in the Russian Federation. There are three dialects of Tatar: Kazan (or 
Middle) Tatar, Mishar (or Western) Tatar and Siberian (or Eastern) Tatar 
(Grimes 2000). Tatar has been developed as a literary language since the early 
nineteenth century. While the phonetics of the literary language is the Kazan 
dialect, the morphology is based on the Mishar dialect (Berta 1998). 

In this paper we explore various aspects of discourse structure in Tatar. Two 
texts were used as the basis for most of the comments. The first text is the fairy 
tale Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият ‘A Fairy Tale about Zukhra, who is on 
the Moon’ as told by Galiullina (1999)1. (See Appendix 1 for the interlinear text 
on which this analysis is based, and Appendix 2 for a chart of the references to 
the main participants.) 

The second text is Әти, пип-пип! ‘Father, beep-beep!’ (Yarullin 1994). (See 
Appendix 3 for the interlinear text on which this analysis is based, and Appendix 
4 for a chart of the references to the main participants.) This is a humorous story 
told in the third person. The narrative style used seems to be close to spoken 
language (see section 3), but it is considered literary Tatar. 

 1. Cohesion 

 1.1 Tense and person 

In the fairy tale Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият, sentences 1 and 2 are 
background information in which the perfective form -гaн is used. The rest of 
the story is told using present tense. Present tense is also used in sentences 11 
and 14, which are off the main story line. All finite verbs are in third person 
form. The consistent use of tenses and person adds to the cohesion of the text. 

                                                           
* Each author is responsible for different sections of this paper: Teija Greed for §§1-3, 
Alfiya Shamgunova for §4, Fanuza Gimaeva for §§5-6, Elena Kazenina for §7. We are 
also grateful to Andre Desnitsky for the charts in Appendices 2 and 4. 
1 The text was collected by students from Moscow State University during a field trip to 
villages in Tatarstan in the summer of 1999. I am indebted to Konstantin Kazenin, the 
advisor for the field trip, for allowing the Tatar group at the Turkic Discourse Workshop 
to use this text. Although the story appears to be in the Mishar dialect, we have used the 
standard Tatar spelling. The dialect is reflected only in sentence 6. 
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The use of tense and aspect is not constant throughout the story Әти, пип-

пип! This story is about when Rustem’s father bought a car. It consists of three 
parts which also coincide with the paragraph breaks: the first part could be 
understood as giving background to the second part, which gives a typical 
representative situation showing what happens when Rustem and his father 
travel in the car. The third part of the story is then the actual story line event: it 
describes what happened when not only Rustem and his father, but also his 
mother were in the car. 

The first part, the background, is given in the definite past tense -ды and the 
imperfective -a иде. While the definite past tense is commonly used in the story 
line, since it is coupled with the imperfective the whole paragraph can be 
regarded as background information linked to a longer period of time. 

The second part is in the present tense, probably because of its representative 
nature. The definite past tense -ды is used in the third part of the story. Together 
with the temporal phrase ә беркѳнне ‘but one day’ it indicates that this part is 
the main story line. Consistent usage of single tenses in the second and the third 
parts of the story brings cohesion to the text. The finite verbs are in third person, 
which adds to the cohesion. 

 1.2 Personal and possessive pronouns 

Very few personal or possessive pronouns are used in either of the two texts 
under consideration. Instead, in both texts the repetition of the name of the main 
participants seems to be used as a special cohesive device. In the fairy tale 
Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият a pronoun is used only once to refer to 
Zukhra. (See section 1.4.) 

In the case of Әти, пип-пип! more pronouns are used to bring cohesion to 
the text: of the 23 non-verbal references to the main participant, Rustem, five are 
pronouns. And a pronoun is used once of a minor participant, the girls. 
However, there are clear instances where the use of a pronoun would have been 
unambiguous, but the chosen reference form is the proper name (for example, in 
sentence 4 where Рѳстәм ‘Rustem’ in the defocused position could well be 
replaced by the equivalent pronoun without any danger of ambiguity). 

 1.3 Demonstratives 

Very few demonstrative pronouns are used in either text: only two in 

Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият, and one in Әти, пип-пип! One of the 
demonstratives in Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият is inside direct speech, 
which is in general more prone to having demonstrative pronouns. 
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 1.4 Usage of proper nouns 

One of the major cohesion devices in both texts is the repetition of the proper 
noun of the main participant. As can be seen in the chart in Appendix 2, in 
Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият, proper nouns are used in nine of the 
thirteen instances in which Zukhra is the subject of a finite verb. This is a much 
more frequent use of proper nouns than would seem to be necessary for the sake 
of understanding. This is especially true of the second half of the story in which 
Zukhra is the only active participant. For example, in sentence 13 the name 
Зѳһрә is used twice.2 

13) … aйдaн җиргә, Зѳһрә бaсып торгaн җиргә, нур тѳшә 
  aй-дaн җир-гә Зѳһрә бaс-ып_торгaн җир-гә нур тѳш-ә 
  moon-ABL ground-DAT Zukhra stand-IMPFPTC ground-DAT ray fall-PR 
 
 һәм Зѳһрә шул нур буйлaп aйгa менеп китә … 
 һәм Зѳһрә шул нур буйл-aп aй-гa мен-еп кит-ә  
 and Zuhhra FDEM ray along moon-DAT climb-GCNJ go.away-PR  

… a ray falls from the moon to the ground, the ground where Zukhra is 
standing, and Zukhra climbs to the moon along that ray … 

The second occurrence of Зѳһрә cannot be explained grammatically. Given the 
explicit usage of шул нур буйлaп ‘along that ray’, Zukhra is the only possible 
subject of the clause.3 There would be no potential confusion even if only the 
third person pronoun ул had been used instead of the proper noun Зѳһрә. The 
use of the proper name seems to add certain loftiness or solemnity to the story 
and to slow down the pace. 

In Әти, пип-пип! the repetition of proper names brings cohesion to the text. 
Of the 23 non-verbal references to the main participant Rustem, seven are 
proper names, eleven are possessive suffixes (and occur often in sentences 
where Rustem himself is not on stage), and five are pronouns. Also, the 
reference form used of his father, әтисе ‘his father’, with its possessive suffix 
referring to Rustem, can be seen as a kind of proper name. This ‘name’ is used 
nine times to refer to Rustem’s father; the only other forms used to refer to him 
(excluding verb forms) are two possessive suffixes (for example, in sentence 

                                                           
2 ABL=Ablative; ACC=Accusative; CMP=Comparative; CND=Conditional; COM= 

Comitive; DAT=Dative; EMPH=Emphatic; FDEM=Far Demonstrative; FUT=Future; 
GCNJ=Gerund: Conjunctive; GEN=Genitive; GMNR=Gerund: Manner; GNEG=Gerund: 
Negative; GSQ=Gerund: Sequential; GVOL=Gerund: Volition; IMPF=Imperfect; 
IMPFPTC=Imperfective Participle; INDEF=Indefinite; INF=Infinitive; INTNS=Intensive; 
LOC=Locative; NDEM=Near Demonstrative; NEG=Negative; PERF=Perfect; PL=Plural; 
PR=Present; PRFPTC=Perfect Participle; PST=Past; QUICK=Quickly; nxP=Pronoun; 
nxPS=Possessive 
3 In actual fact, since нур ‘ray’ is the subject of the preceding clause, it is likely that a 
zero reference would have been used if it was also the subject of this clause. 
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14), and one zero anaphora (in sentence 7). He is never referred to with a 
pronoun. 

If in the fairy tale about Zukhra, the use of proper names adds solemnity to 
the narration, here the use of Rustem’s name seems to make the story closer to 
spoken, and perhaps to children’s, language. Also, this ‘intimate’ use of proper 
names seems to show the narrator’s own benevolent, slightly amused attitude 
towards the main participant. 

 1.5 Change of subject 

Another cohesive feature of Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият is that the 
subject rarely changes. In sentences 1-2 the subject is the main participant 
Zukhra, referred to as кыз ‘girl’. In the first clause of sentence 3 the subject is 
Zukhra’s mother but even here the link with Zukhra is clearly indicated by the 
use of her proper name in the possessive construction Зѳһрәнең әнәсе ‘Zukhra’s 
mother’. Zukhra is once again the subject in the second clause, and is again 
referred to as кыз. Perhaps this use of the noun adds to the cohesion between the 
background material in sentences 1 and 2, and the story line itself. 

In sentence 4 Zukhra’s father is the subject but the link with Zukhra is shown 
by the possessive suffix in end of әтәсе ‘her father’. 

The stepmother is the subject of most clauses in sentences 4-8. First she is 
introduced as the object using the full noun phrase яңa әни үги aнa ‘a new 
mother – a stepmother’ in sentence 4. The stepmother is the subject in sentence 
5 and the first two clauses in sentence 6, and is referred to initially with the noun 
phrase үги aнa ‘stepmother’, and then with a pronoun. Zukhra is the subject of 
the final clause in sentence 6, and when the stepmother again becomes the 
subject in sentence 7 she is referred to with a full noun phrase. 

Zukhra is the subject of most clauses from sentence 9 until the end of the 
story, where the narrator explains the meaning of the story in a final comment. 
Two exceptions are sentence 11, which is a background comment giving the 
exact setting of time, and sentence 13 in which Zukhra is the object. This 
passage is almost half of the whole story. No other major participant is referred 
to in this section, which brings cohesion to the text. 

Changes of subject are more frequent in Әти, пип-пип!, but they are 
normally indicated by an overt noun phrase. If the subject does not change, it 
generally has zero reference. For example, the subject of sentence 7 has zero 
reference because there is no change of subject between sentences 6 and 7. The 
one exception is that the proper noun Рѳстәм is used for the subject in sentence 
2, even though there is no change of subject. This may serve the discourse 
function of creating a unifying effect and establishing Rustem as the centre of 
attention. 
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 1.6 Time adverbs 

Time adverbs, used at the beginning of the story line and introducing major 
events, add to the cohesion in Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият. These 
adverbs include кѳтмәгәндә ‘unexpectedly’ in sentence 3, озaклaмый ‘soon’ in 
sentence 4, and җәйнең мaтур бер тѳнендә ‘one beautiful summer night’ in 
sentence 10. 

 1.7 Use of possessive suffix in Әти, пип-пип! 

As we saw in 1.4, of the 23 non-verbal references to the main participant 
Rustem in the story Әти, пип-пип!, eleven are possessive suffixes, occurring in 
the nouns әтисе ‘his father’, әтиләре ‘their father’, әниләре ‘their mother’, and 
әнкәләре ‘their mother’. The possessive suffix seems to have several functions 
here. First, in Tatar it is normal to use possessive suffixes with kinship terms. 
Second, the possessive suffix is also used as a special kind of cohesive device 
that ties the text together. Third, it also keeps Rustem on stage, “activated” 
(Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:113) almost continuously, even in sentences where 
he is not an active participant. (See the table of participant reference in 
Appendix 4.) For example, in sentence 9 Rustem’s father is the subject, and 
other participants are the girls, in the indirect object slot. However, Rustem 
himself is “present” in the possessive suffix. (The exceptions where Rustem 
isn’t evident are sentences 7, where Rustem’s father as the subject is referred to 
with zero anaphora, and sentence 8, where the girls’ action is described.) 

 2. Sequencing 

The whole story in Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият is set in 
chronological order. After the introduction in sentences 1-2, the story proper 
begins, and the story line continues until it is interrupted by the stepmother’s 
thought in sentence 8. This thought may also be seen as breaking the 
chronological order if it is understood as having preceded the action of 
commanding in sentence 7, rather than being simultaneous to it. The 
chronological time line is also broken at the end of the story (sentence 14) where 
the meaning of the story is explained by the narrator. 

Sequencing is more complex in Әти, пип-пип! As noted above, the story is 
divided into three parts: part one is background for part two, while part two 
gives essential background to part three, the actual main story line events. 

The events in the first part are sequential. It is impossible to say what the 
time lapse is between the first and the second parts but it is unlikely to be great 
since there is, for example, no temporal adverb at the beginning of the second 
part. The third part begins with a clear temporal expression: беркѳнне ‘one day’. 
Events then happen sequentially. 
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 3. Word Order 

The default word order in Tatar is SOV. This can be illustrated with sentence 
4 from Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият. 

4) Озaклaмый әтәсе ѳйгә яңa әни … aлып кaйтa. 
 озaклa-м-ый әтә-се ѳй-гә яңa әни  aл-ып кaйт-a 
 delay-NEG-PR father-3PS house-DAT new mother  bring-GCNJ return-PR 
  [ S ]   [ O ]  [ V ] 

Soon the father brings home a new mother … 

However, the word order can vary considerably, especially in spoken language. 
This is also reflected in Tatar written narrative that is close to spoken language, 
for example, oral stories recorded in writing and stories where the author uses 
colloquial style as an artistic device. 

There is also variation in word order involved with direct speech and the 
speech orienter. Assuming the direct speech is the object of the verb of speech, 
one order is SVO. This can be illustrated with sentence 12 from Aйдaгы Зѳһрә 

кыз турындa әкият. 

12) Зѳһрә aйгa кaрaп: «…» – ди. 
 Зѳһрә aй-гa кaр-aп  ди 
 Zukhra moon-DAT look-GCNJ  say 
 [ S ]   [ O ] [ V ] 

Zukhra looks at the moon and says: “…” 

The two other main ways to order direct speech and the speech orienter are SVO 
and OVS.4 

In this section, word order changes are discussed within the context of Әти, 

пип-пип! It is written in a lively style, close to spoken language. This seems to 
be reflected also in the freer, more emotional word order. The major participants 
are a little boy called Rustem, his father, and their car. There are also two other 
minor participants: a group of young ladies and Rustem’s mother. 

The first occurrence of word order change is in sentence 2 where the order is 
OSV. 

                                                           
4 The order SVO seems to be more common in direct speech directly following after 
narrative (as at the beginning of a dialogue). The order OVS, along with its variant 
OVSO in which the speech orienter occurs inside the speech, seems to be more common 
within dialogues. The order SOV seems to be used in both situations, but is not normally 
used if the speech utterance is long. 
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2) Мaшинa aчкычы шaлтырaугa Рѳстәм … киенергә тотынa иде. 
 мaшинa aчкыч-ы шaлтырaу-гa Рѳстәм киен-ергә тотын-a_иде 
 car key-3PS ringing-DAT Rustem dress-INF begin-IMPF 
 [ O ] [ S ]  [ V ] 

At the jangling of the car keys, Rustem would … start to dress. 

This word order where the object has been moved to the beginning of the 
sentence seems to give special emphasis to the (indirect) object. 

The second occurrence is in sentence 3 in direct speech. 

3) – … мaшинaны ярaтaсың инде, улым, – … 
   мaшинa-ны ярaт-a-сың инде ул-ым  
   car-ACC love-PR-2s already son-1sPS  
   [ O ] [ V ]  [ VOC ]  

“You love the car so much, my son,” … 

The vocative улым is at the end of the sentence. The inversion seems to give 
emotional colouring to the vocative. 

In sentence 4 the order VS occurs. 

4) Әйе, әтисе белән йѳрергә ярaтa Рѳстәм. 
 әйе әти-се белән йѳре-ргә ярaт-a Рѳстәм 
 yes dad-3PS COM ride-INF love-PR Rustem 
    [ V ] [ S ] 

Yes, Rustem does love to ride (in the car) with his dad. 

The postverbal position of the subject expressed with a proper noun seems to 
indicate an afterthought. Since a proper noun is used instead of a personal 
pronoun it may also serve to establish Rustem as the central character of the 
story. 

The order VSO occurs in sentence 6. 

6) Әнә ничек мaтур итеп йѳртә әтисе мaшинaны. 
 әнә ничек мaтур ит-еп йѳрт-ә әти-се мaшинa-ны 
 EMPHDEM how beautiful do-GCNJ drive-PR dad-3PS car-ACC 
  [ ADV ] [ V ] [ S ] [ O ] 

Look how beautifully his dad drives the car. 

Here the fact that both the subject and the object have been moved to a 
postverbal position seems to give special focus to the adverbial phrase 
immediately preceding the verb. According to a native speaker of Tatar, both 

Әнә әтисе ничек мaтур итеп йѳртә мaшинaны (SAdvVO) and Әнә әтисе 
мaшинaны ничек мaтур итеп йѳртә (SOAdvV) are also possible sentences. 
There seems to be a slight emphasis on the adverb in the order SAdvVO, while 
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SOAdvV is the more neutral word order. Therefore the author has obviously 
wanted to defocus the subject and the object to give the adverbial phrase the 
strongest possible emphasis. 

There are three occurrences of direct speech in the third part (containing the 
main story line events) of Әти, пип-пип! The word order of the first occurrence, 
sentence 13, is SVO. 

13) … кинәт Рѳстәм кычкырып җибәрде: «…» 
  кинәт Рѳстәм кычкыр-ып җибәр-де  
  suddenly Rustem shout-GCNJ suddenly-PST  
   [ S ] [ V ] [ O ] 

Suddenly … Rustem cried out: “…” 

This seems to be a special case where the narrator is building up the suspense 
for the climax of the story. The direct speech receives special emphasis here by 
following the verb and a colon. The word order has been changed for dramatic 
effect. This sentence also serves as the first utterance of a dialogue. 

In the second occurrence, sentence 14, the word order is OVS. 

14) – … – диде әнкәләре берни aңлaмыйчa. 
   ди-де әнкә-ләр-е берни aңлa-мыйчa 
   say-PST mother-PL-3PS nothing understand-GNEG 
 [ O ] [ V ] [ S ]   

“…” said his mother, not understanding anything. 

The direct speech is new information here. The modifying clause following the 
subject is at least partially repetition of old information, since it repeats the 
thought expressed in the direct speech. Therefore it seems the subject is in the 
defocused position. 

In the third occurrence, sentence 15, the speech orienter is inside the speech 
following Rustem’s interjection. 

15) – Пип-пип, – диде Рѳстәм … – … 
  пип-пип ди-де Рѳстәм   
  beep-beep say-PST Rustem   
  [ O ] [ V ] [ S ]  [ O ] 

“Beep beep,” said Rustem …, “…” 

It seems to me that here the interjection gets special emphasis for dramatic effect 
since it has been separated from the rest of the speech. 

In summary, in Tatar (as in many Turkic languages) the most important 
information, be it new information or focused information, comes immediately 
before the verb. However, this is not the case with the object, since its default 
position is preceding the verb. For the object to be focused it needs to be moved 
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to the beginning of the sentence. In addition, the principle that the postverbal 
position is reserved for less important information, for example repeated 
information, seems to be valid for Tatar narrative, just as for many other Turkic 
languages. 

When a constituent occurs in the focus position immediately preceding the 
verb, other constituents either stay in their default position or move to the 
postverbal position. If the other constituents are moved to the postverbal 
position, the focus on the preverbal constituent is stronger, as was seen in the 
discussion of sentence 6. Because of the limited amount of data it is hard to 
draw definite conclusions about sentences containing direct speech. 

 4. Background and Foreground 

In the fairy tale Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият, sentences 1-2 provide 
background information for the story. The main character is introduced in 
sentence 2 with a long noun phrase. The actual story starts in sentence 3, and the 
main form of finite verbs changes from perfective to present. In addition, the 
main participant’s name, Zukhra, is given in sentence 3 for the first time. The 
story continues using the present tense until the last sentence. 

There are only two background interruptions in the rest of the story: 
sentences 8 and 11. The present tense is used in both, though it can be replaced 
with the perfective in sentence 11. 

It is unclear whether the first part of sentence 10 represents background or 
foreground information. 

10) … күлмәген, … aлъяпкычын, кaлфaгын, … читекләрен 
  күлмәг-е-н  aлъяпкыч-ы-н кaлфaг-ы-н  читек-ләр-е-н 
  dress-3PS-ACC  apron-3PS-ACC kalfak-3PS-ACC  boot-PL-3PS-ACC 
 
 киеп … толымнaрын үреп, … 
 ки-еп  толым-нaр-ы-н үр-еп  
 put.on-GCNJ  braid-PL-3PS-ACC braid-GCNJ  
 
 чиләк-күәндәләрен aсып … 
 чиләк_күәндә-ләр-е-н aс-ып  
 bucket.yoke-PL-3PS-ACC hang-GCNJ  

… putting on a dress …, apron, kalfak, … boots, braiding her braids …, 
hanging a yoke with buckets … 

Here we have a series of gerunds, which generally marks background. However, 
this information seems to be very important for the whole story. The context for 
this sentence is that the girl’s stepmother makes her fill a bottomless barrel with 
water every night. In this context, one night the girl puts on all her best clothes 
before going to the spring. The explanation as to why she should dress up for 
such a mundane job is not indicated until she asks the moon to take her to itself. 
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Now the reason that she was beautifully dressed is clear. Thus, this information 
is in focus but at the same time is given as a background to the main action. 

The last sentence, sentence 14, raises another problem. This sentence 
attempts to explain a fact of nature: “If you look at the full moon, you can still 
see Zukhra …” It seems that this is not either background or foreground 
information. Instead, it is a specific feature of the genre which occurs in other 
languages throughout the world, a certain formula for ending a story of this type. 

The distribution of background and foreground information is significantly 
different in Әти, пип-пип! The story is clearly divided into background 
(sentences 1-11) and foreground information (sentences 12-16) with the 
background being significantly longer than the foreground. 

The background, in turn, is made up of two sections, each making up a 
separate paragraph. The first paragraph, sentences 1-2, is the general 
background. It provides the general context in which further actions will take 
place. Past and imperfective forms are used in this section. The second 
paragraph, sentences 3-11, is more like a preparatory stage to the narrative. It is 
interesting that the present tense is used in this paragraph. In Tatar narratives 
present tense is normally used in the foreground. This section, however, is not 
foreground material. It is simply important background information that helps 
the reader understand the major events that are presented in the third paragraph. 

In sentence 12 the time phrase ә беркѳнне ‘but one day’ signals the 
beginning of the story line. Past tense is again used for the finite verbs in this 
paragraph, which makes up the foreground. 

 5. Description of a Main Participant 

In the fairy tale Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият, the main participant, 
Zukhra, is described in various ways. In sentence 1 Zukhra is introduced using a 
noun with attributes: чибәр генә зифa буйлы мaтур кыз ‘a beautiful, slim, 
well-shaped girl’. In sentence 2 the third person singular pronoun ул is used in 
the subject position. Finally in the first clause of sentence 3, the name of the 
main participant, Зѳһрә is introduced. Then, in the second clause the simple 
noun кыз ‘girl’ is used. In sentence 4 Zukhra is not mentioned. In sentence 5 the 
proper noun Зѳһрәнең ‘Zukhra’s’ is again used, this time in the genitive case. 
Zukhra is referred to twice in the first clause of sentence 6, once with the proper 
noun Зѳһрәнең ‘Zukhra’s’, and once with the dative pronoun aңaргa. In the 
second clause the proper noun Зѳһрә is used again. In sentence 7 the proper 
noun Зѳһрәгә occurs in the dative case, while in sentence 8 the proper noun 
Зѳһрә is used. In sentence 9 the proper noun Зѳһрә occurs with the particle тик. 
The proper noun Зѳһрә is then used once in sentence 10, once in sentence 12, 
and twice in sentence 13. Finally, the proper noun Зѳһрәне is used in sentence 
14 in the accusative case. 
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Summarising, the proper name of the main participant is introduced only 
when the story line begins in sentence 3. Before this a noun with attributes and a 
personal pronoun are used. The entire story consists of fourteen sentences and in 
it Зѳһрә, the proper name, is used in some form thirteen times; in two sentences 
it occurs twice. 

 6. Sentence Length and Proportion of Verbs 

The average sentence length and the number of verbs per sentence was 
determined for four texts of different discourse genres. The results of this 
analysis are summarised in the following Table. 

Table 1: Sentence Length and Proportion of Verbs 

 # of words # of verbs % of verbs 

Fairy tale 14 3 21.4% 
Myth 11 4 36.4% 
Narrative story 9 3 33.3% 
Descriptive text 21 5 23.8% 

 7. Theme 

It is well known that in Turkic languages, the theme usually takes the first 
position in the sentence, the finite verb takes the last position, and the rheme 
takes the place just before the verb.5 An analysis of some Tatar texts from the 
point of view of prominence reveals the fact that the postverbal position in the 
sentence can function in two quite opposite ways. The last place in a sentence is 
sometimes taken by the most prominent information and sometimes by the least 
prominence information. 

In sentence 1 from Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият the postverbal 
position is used for prominent information. 

1) Борынборын зaмaндa, … яшәгән ди бер aвылдa чибәр генә 
 борын-борын зaмaн-дa  яшә-гән ди бер aвыл-дa чибәр генә 
 old-old time-LOC  live-PERF say one village-LOC pretty INTNS 
 
 зифa буйлы мaтур кыз. 
 зифa буйлы мaтур кыз 
 slim tall beautiful girl 

Long ago, … there lived in one village, they say, a beautiful, slim, well-
shaped girl. 

                                                           
5 The concepts of theme and rheme are used here in the sense suggested by Halliday 
(1967-68). 
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The fact that the beauty of the girl was the most outstanding is emphasized here, 
so the postverbal position here is in focus. The postverbal position is also used 
for prominent information in sentence 13. 

13) … һәм Зѳһрә шул нур буйлaп aйгa менеп китә 
  һәм Зѳһрә шул нур буйл-aп aй-гa мен-еп кит-ә 
  and Zuhhra FDEM ray along moon-DAT climb-GCNJ go.away-PR 
 
 мәңгелеккә. 
 мәңгелек-кә 
 eternity-DAT 

… and Zukhra climbs to the moon along that ray – to eternity. 

The word мәңгелеккә here is strongly focused and in oral narrative is marked by 
a pause. 

However, the same postverbal position is sometimes taken by the least 
prominent information. This is the case in sentence 5 from the narrative oral 
story Ѳйләнү ‘Marriage’ (Landysh. 1999).  

5) Шуннaн соң әтәләре килеп aп китәләр кызны. 
 шун-нaн соң әтә-ләр-е кил-еп a-п кит-ә-ләр кыз-ны 
 FDEM-ABL after father-PL-3PS come-GCNJ take-GCNJ go-PR-3p girl-ACC 

After this her father comes and takes the girl away. 

The context is that a young man has stolen a girl and wants to marry her. The 
girl, however, threatens to kill anyone who comes close to her. So in sentence 5, 
the father comes and takes her away. It is quite obvious that it was the girl that 
was taken away, and the sense of the sentence would not be different if the over 
reference кызны had been omitted. So the postverbal position here is defocused. 

Here is another instance of using the postverbal position for less important 
information from a hortatory text (Zaripova 1999). 

a) Бaлaны дин юлынa тaртуны дa бик иртә бaшлaргa 
 бaлa-ны дин юл-ы-нa тaрту-ны дa бик иртә бaшл-aргa 
 child-ACC religion way-3PS-DAT attracting-ACC also very early begin-INF 
 
 кушa ислaм. 
 куш-a ислaм 
 order-PR Islam. 

Islam tells you to begin attracting the child also to the path of religion very 
early.  
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b) “Бaлaлaрыгызны биш яшьтә нaмaзгa бaстырыгыз. 
 бaлaлaр-ыгыз-ны биш яшь-тә нaмaз-гa бaстыр-ыгыз 
 child-2pPS-ACC five year-LOC namaz-DAT put-IMP2p 

“Make your children do namaz at the age of five. 

c) Коръәнне ѳйрәтегез. 
 Коръән-не ѳйрәт-егез 
 Koran-ACC teach-IMP2p 

“Teach them the Qur’an. 

d) Җиде яшендә нaмaзны һәркѳнне укуны 
 җиде яш-е-ндә нaмaз-ны һәр-кѳн-не уку-ны 
 seven year-3PS-LOC namaz-ACC every-day-ACC reading-ACC 
 

 йѳкләгез. 
 йѳкл-әгез 
 give.as.task-IMP2p 

 “Give them as a task to read the namaz every day at the age of seven. 

e) Ун яшендә инде кѳчләп укытыгыз, бер нaмaзын дa 
 ун яш-е-ндә инде кѳчләп укыт-ыгыз бер нaмaз-ы-н дa 
 ten year-3PS-LOC already forcibly teach-IMP2p one namaz-3PS-ACC also 
 
 кaлдырмaсын”, – ди пәйгaмбәребез бер хәдисендә. 
 кaлдыр-мa-сын ди пәйгaмбәр-ебез бер хәдис-е-ндә 
 leave-NEG-IMP3s say prophet-1pPS one verse-3PS-LOC 

“At the age of ten teach already forcibly that they should not leave even one 
prayer unprayed”, says our Prophet in one of his verses. 

The subject пәйгaмбәребез ‘our Prophet’ occurs in the postverbal position in 
(e). From the context it is clear that the commandment belongs to the Prophet, 
who states it in one of his verses. Therefore this information occurs in the 
postverbal position is defocused. 

Unfortunately, the phenomenon of placing information in the postverbal 
position is not adequately studied in Tatar linguistics. So we raise the problem 
for further consideration. 
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Appendix 1: Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият 

A Tatar Fairy Tale in Mishar dialect 

 Aйдaгы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият 
 aй-дa-гы Зѳһрә кыз турындa әкият 
 being.on.the.moon Zukhra girl about fairy.tale 

A fairy tale about Zukhra who is on the moon 

1) Борынборын зaмaндa, кәҗә кaмaндa, сaескaн сотник, бaкa 
 борын-борын зaмaн-дa кәҗә кaмaндa сaескaн сотник бaкa 
 ancient-ancient time-LOC goat commander magpie centurion frog 
 
 плотник, үрдәк үрәдник булгaн зaмaндa яшәгән 
 плотник үрдәк үрәдник бул-гaн зaмaн-дa яшә-гән 
 carpenter duck village.constable be-PRFPTC time-LOC live-PERF 
 
 ди

6 бер aвылдa чибәр генә зифa буйлы мaтур кыз. 
 ди-й бер aвыл-дa чибәр генә зифa буйлы мaтур кыз 
 say-PR one village-LOC pretty INTNS slim tall beautiful girl 

Long ago, when a goat was the commander, a magpie was the centurion, a 
frog was the carpenter and a duck was the village constable, there lived in 
one village, they say, a beautiful, slim, well-shaped girl. 

2) Ул кечкенәдән үк бик уңгaн бaлa булып үскән, 
 ул кечкенә-дән үк бик уң-гaн бaлa бул-ып үс-кән 
 3sP little-ABL INTNS very ripen-PRFPTC child be-GCNJ grow-PERF 
 

                                                           
6 The meaning is ‘hearsay’ or ‘people say’. 
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 бѳтен эшләрне дә эшли белгән. 
 бѳтен эш-ләр-не дә эшл-и бел-гән 
 every job-PL-ACC EMPH work-GMNR know-PERF 

From her very childhood she was very capable and could do every job. 

3) Кѳтмәгәндә Зѳһрәнең әнәсе үлеп китә, кыз 
 кѳт-мә-гән-дә Зѳһрә-нең әнә-се үл-еп кит-ә кыз 
 wait-NEG-PRFPTC-LOC Zukhra-GEN mother-3PS die-GCNJ leave-PR girl 
 
 әтәсе белән генә кaлa. 
 әтә-се белән генә кaл-a 
 father-3PS COM INTNS stay-PR 

Unexpectedly Zukhra’s mother dies and the girl is left with only her father. 

4) Озaклaмый әтәсе ѳйгә яңa әни үги aнa aлып 
 озaклa-м-ый әтә-се ѳй-гә яңa әни үги aнa aл-ып 
 delay-NEG-PR father-3PS house-DAT new mother outsider mother bring-GCNJ 
 
 кaйтa. 
 кaйт-a 
 return-PR 

Soon the father brings home a new mother – a stepmother. 

5) Үги aнa Зѳһрәнең мaтурлыгын, aлсу йѳзле булуын 
 үги aнa Зѳһрә-нең мaтурлыг-ы-н aлсу_йѳзле булу-ы-н 
 outsider mother Zukhra-GEN beauty-3PS-ACC rosy.faced being-3PS-ACC 
 
 күреп кѳнләшә бaшлый, чѳнки үзе әллә 
 күр-еп кѳнләш-ә бaшл-ый чѳнки үз-е әллә 
 see-GCNJ envy-GMNR begin-PR because RFLX-3PS INDEF 
 
 ниндиләрдән булмый. 
 нинди-ләр-дән бул-м-ый 
 what.kind-PL-ABL be-NEG-PR 

The stepmother sees Zukhra’s beauty and her rosy face and starts envying 
her because she herself is not very special. 

6) Ул Зѳһрәнең aру-тaлудaн сулгaн йѳзен күргесе 
 ул Зѳһрә-нең aру-тaлу-дaн сул-гaн йѳз-е-н күр-гесе 
 3sP Zukhra-GEN tiredness-fatigue-ABL fade-PRFPTC face-3PS-ACC see-GVOL 
 
 килеп aңaргa нинди генә эшләр уйлaп тaпмый, 
 кил-еп aңaр-гa нинди генә эш-ләр уйл-aп тaп-м-ый 
 want-GCNJ 3sP-DAT what.kind INTNS job-PL think-GCNJ find-NEG-PR 
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 тик Зѳһрә бaрсын дa эшләргә ѳлгерә. 
 тик Зѳһрә бaр-сы-н дa эшл-әргә ѳлгер-ә 
 but Zukhra all-3PS-ACC EMPH work-INF manage-PR 

Wanting to see Zukhra’s face faded with fatigue, she finds all kinds of jobs 
for her to do, nevertheless Zukhra manages to do everything. 

7) Шуннaн соң үги aнa Зѳһрәгә һәр тѳнне кыш тa, 
 шун-нaн соң үги aнa Зѳһрә-гә һәр тѳн-не кыш тa 
 FDEM-ABL after outsider mother Zukhra-DAT every night-ACC winter and 
 
 яз дa, кѳз дә, җәй дә тѳпсез бучкыгa ерaк 
 яз дa кѳз дә җәй дә тѳп-сез бучкы-гa ерaк 
 spring and autumn and summer and bottomless barrel-DAT far 
 
 чишмәдән су тaшыргa кушa. 
 чишмә-дән су тaш-ыргa куш-a 
 spring-ABL water carry-INF order-PR 

Then the stepmother tells Zukhra to carry water from a faraway spring to fill 
a bottomless barrel every night, in winter, spring, autumn and summer. 

8) «Менә бу эш Зѳһрә ѳчен җәзa булыр!» – дип уйлый 
 менә бу эш Зѳһрә ѳчен җәзa бул-ыр ди-п уйл-ый 
 now NDEM job Zukhra for punishment be-FUT say-GCNJ think-PR 
 
 ул. 
 ул 
 3sP 

“This job will be a punishment for Zukhra!” she thinks. 

9) Tик Зѳһрә генә куркып кaлмый, һәр тѳнне су 
 тик Зѳһрә генә курк-ып кaл-м-ый һәр тѳн-не су 
 but Zukhra INTNS fear-GCNJ stay7-NEG-PR every night-ACC water 
 
 тaшуын дәвaм итә. 
 тaшу-ы-н дәвaм ит-ә 
 carrying-3PS-ACC continuation do-PR 

However, Zukhra is not frightened and continues to carry water every night. 

10) Җәйнең мaтур бер тѳнендә бaлaитәкле күлмәген, 
 җәй-нең мaтур бер тѳн-е-ндә бaлa_итәкле күлмәг-е-н 
 summer-GEN beautiful one night-3PS-LOC with.ruffled.hem dress-3PS-ACC 
 

                                                           
7 The sequence -ып кaл may have the aspectual meaning ‘resultative’. 
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 чиккән aлъяпкычын, кaлфaгын, сaфьян 
 чик-кән aлъяпкыч-ы-н кaлфaг-ы-н сaфьян 
 embroider-PRFPTC apron-3PS-ACC kalfak-3PS-ACC morocco 
 
 читекләрен киеп толымнaрын чулпылaр белән 
 читек-ләр-е-н ки-еп толым-нaр-ы-н чулпы-лaр белән 
 boot-PL-3PS-ACC put.on-GCNJ braid-PL-3PS-ACC chulpa-PL COM 
 
 үреп, җилкәсенә чиләк-күәндәләрен aсып 
 үр-еп җилкә-се-нә чиләк_күәндә-ләр-е-н aс-ып 
 braid-GCNJ shoulder-3PS-DAT bucket.yoke-PL-3PS-ACC hang-GCNJ 
 
 Зѳһрә сугa китә. 
 Зѳһрә су-гa кит-ә 
 Zukhra water-DAT leave-PR 

One beautiful summer night Zukhra puts on a dress with ruffled skirt, 
embroidered apron, kalfak (woman’s hat), morocco boots, braids her braids 
with chulpas (head decorations), hangs a yoke with buckets on her shoulder 
and goes out for water. 

11) Aйның нәкъ тулгaн вaкыты булa. 
 aй-ның нәкъ тул-гaн вaкыт-ы бул-a 
 moon-GEN exactly be.full-PRFPTC time-3PS be-PR 

It is exactly the time of full moon. 

12) Зѳһрә aйгa кaрaп: «Aем-йолызым, aл мине 
 Зѳһрә aй-гa кaр-aп aй-ым-йолыз-ым aл мин-е 
 Zukhra moon-DAT look-GCNJ moon-1sPS-star-1sPS take 1sP-ACC 
 
 үзеңә!» – ди. 
 үз-ең-ә ди-й 
 RFLX-2sPS-DAT say-PR 

Zukhra looks at the moon and says: “My moon, my star, take me to 
yourself!” 

13) Кѳтмәгәндә могҗизa булa: aйдaн җиргә, Зѳһрә 
 кѳт-мә-гән-дә могҗизa бул-a aй-дaн җир-гә Зѳһрә 
 wait-NEG-PRFPTC-LOC miracle be-PR moon-ABL ground-DAT Zukhra 
 
 бaсып торгaн җиргә, нур тѳшә һәм Зѳһрә шул нур 
 бaс-ып_торгaн җир-гә нур тѳш-ә һәм Зѳһрә шул нур 
 stand-IMPFPTC ground-DAT ray fall-PR and Zuhhra FDEM ray 
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 буйлaп aйгa менеп китә мәңгелеккә. 
 буйл-aп aй-гa мен-еп кит-ә мәңгелек-кә 
 along moon-DAT climb-GCNJ go.away-PR eternity-DAT 

Unexpectedly a miracle happens: a ray falls from the moon to the ground, 
the ground where Zukhra is standing, and Zukhra climbs to the moon along 
that ray – to eternity.  

14) Әгәр тулгaн aйгa кaрaсaң, чиләк-күәндәле сугa 
 әгәр тул-гaн aй-гa кaрa-сa-ң чиләк_күәндәле су-гa 
 if be.full-PRFPTC moon-DAT look-CND-2s bucket.yoked water-DAT 
 
 бaручы Зѳһрәне хәзер дә күреп булa диләр. 
 бaру-чы Зѳһрә-не хәзер дә күр-еп бул-a ди-ләр 
 going-PRPTC Zukhra-ACC now also see-GCNJ be-PR say-3p 

If you look at the full moon, people say you can also now see Zukhra 
carrying the bucket yoke, going to fetch water. 

Appendix 2: Main Participants’ Reference in Zukhra story 

№ Zukhra Stepmother Moon Other 

    Fabulous 

animals 
1    кәҗә goat 

бaкa frog 
үрдәк duck 

 кыз girl    

2 ул she   Parents 

3 Зѳхрѳнең of Zuhkra   әнәсе her mother 

 кыз girl   әтәсе her father 

4  яңa әни үги aнa 
new mother 
stepmother 

 әтәсе her father 

5 Зѳхрѳнең of Zuhkra үги aнa stepmother   

  үзе self  Jobs 

6 Зѳхрѳнең of Zuhkra ул she  эшләр jobs 

 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra   бaрсын дa 

(эшләргә) all 
jobs 
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№ Zukhra Stepmother Moon Other 

7 Зѳхрѳгә to Zuhkra үги aнa stepmother   

8 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra ул she  бу эш this job 

9 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra    

10 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra    

11   aйның of moon  

12 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra  aем-йолызым  
my moon my star 

 

 мине me  үзеңә to self Ray 

13 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra  aйдaн from moon нур ray 

 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra  aйгa to moon шул нур that ray 

14   aйгa to moon  

 Зѳхрѳ Zuhkra    

 
Grey color marks direct speech 

Appendix 3: A Tatar 3rd person narrative 

 Әти, пип-пип! 
 әти пип-пип 
 dad beep-beep 

Dad, beep-beep! 

1) Әтиләре мaшинa aлып җибәргәч, Рѳстәм әтисеннән бер 
 әти-ләр-е мaшинa aл-ып җибәр-гәч Рѳстәм әти-се-ннән бер 
 dad-PL-3PS car take-GCNJ let.go8-GSQ Rustem dad-3PS-ABL one 
 
 тотaм дa кaлмый бaшлaды. 
 тотaм дa кaл-мый бaшлa-ды 
 palm.width EMPH stay-GNEG begin-PST 

When his dad bought a car, Rustem started to never leave his side even for 
one tiny bit. 

2) Мaшинa aчкычы шaлтырaугa Рѳстәм инде беркемнән дә 
 мaшинa aчкыч-ы шaлтырaу-гa Рѳстәм инде беркем-нән дә 
 car key-3PS ringing-DAT Rustem already no.one-ABL EMPH 
 

                                                           
8 This may have an aspectual meaning but we could only establish a nuance that makes 
the expression colloquial 
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 сорaмыйчa киенергә үк тотынa иде. 
 сорa-мыйчa киен-ергә үк тотын-a_иде 
 ask-GNEG dress-INF INTNS begin-IMPF 

When hearing the jangling of the car keys, Rustem would, without asking 
anyone, start to dress. 

3) – Aй-яй мaшинaны ярaтaсың инде, улым, – ди әтисе 
  aй_яй мaшинa-ны ярaт-a-сың инде ул-ым ди әти-се 
  INTERJ car-ACC love-PR-2s indeed son-1sPS say dad-3PS 
 
 aңa. 
 a-ңa 
 3sP-DAT 

“You love the car so much, my son,” says his dad to him. 

4) Әйе, әтисе белән йѳрергә ярaтa Рѳстәм. 
 әйе әти-се белән йѳре-ргә ярaт-a Рѳстәм 
 yes dad-3PS COM ride-INF love-PR Rustem 

Yes, Rustem does love to ride (in the car) with his dad. 

5) Ул әтисенең һәрбер хәрәкәтен күзәтә, үзенең дә 
 ул әти-се-нең һәрбер хәрәкәт-е-н күзәт-ә үз-е-нең дә 
 3sP dad-3PS-GEN every move-3PS-ACC observe-PR own-3PS-GEN also 
 
 тизрәк үсеп мaшинa йѳртәсе килә. 
 тиз-рәк үс-еп мaшинa йѳрт-әсе кил-ә 
 fast-CMP grow-GCNJ car drive-GVOL come-PR 

He observes his dad’s every move and wishes that he would grow faster to 
drive a car. 

6) Әнә ничек мaтур итеп йѳртә әтисе мaшинaны. 
 әнә ничек мaтур ит-еп йѳрт-ә әти-се мaшинa-ны 
 FDEM how beautiful do-GCNJ drive-PR dad-3PS car-ACC 

Look how beautifully his dad drives the car. 

7) Урaм aркылы чыгучы яшь, чибәр кызлaр күрсә, сигнaлгa 
 урaм aркылы чыгу-чы яшь чибәр кыз-лaр күр-сә сигнaл-гa 
 street through crossing-PRPTC young pretty girl-PL see-CND horn-DAT 
 
 бaсып пип-пип иттереп aлa. 
 бaс-ып пип-пип иттер-еп_aл-a 
 press-GCNJ beep-beep do-quickly-PR 

If he sees young pretty girls crossing the street, he presses the horn to go 
‘beep, beep.’ 
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8) Бу тaвышны ишетүгә кызлaр чыркылдaшып aдымнaрын 
 бу тaвыш-ны ишетү-гә кыз-лaр чыркылдaш-ып aдым-нaр-ы-н 
 NDEM noise-ACC hearing-DAT girl-PL giggle-GCNJ step-PL-3PS-ACC 
 
 тизләтәләр. 
 тизләт-ә-ләр 
 hasten-PR-3p 

Hearing this noise, the girls giggle and hasten their steps. 

9) Кaйберләренә әле әтисе шaярып бaрмaк янaп тa 
 кaйбер-ләр-е-нә әле әти-се шaяр-ып бaрмaк ян-aп тa 
 some-PL-3PS-DAT still dad-3PS joke-GCNJ finger threaten-GCNJ EMPH 
 
 китә. 
 кит-ә 
 QUICK-PR 

And even more – some of them his dad threatens jokingly with his finger.  

10) Кызлaргa кызык, Рѳстәмнең әтисе бaрмaк янaгaнгa 
 кыз-лaр-гa кызык Рѳстәм-нең әти-се бaрмaк янa-гaн-гa 
 girl-PL-DAT funny Rustem-GEN dad-3PS finger threaten-PRFPTC-DAT 
 
 дa кѳләргә торaлaр. 
 дa кѳлә-ргә тор-a-лaр 
 EMPH laugh-INF prepare-PR-3p 

The girls find it funny and are ready to laugh even when Rustem’s dad 
threatens them with his finger. 

11) Aлaргa ияреп Рѳстәм дә кѳлә. 
 aлaр-гa ияр-еп Рѳстәм дә кѳл-ә 
 3pP-DAT join-GCNJ Rustem also laugh-PR 

Rustem joins in their laughter, too. 

12) Ә беркѳнне aлaр әниләрен дә утыртып кибетләргә 
 ә бер-кѳн-не aлaр әни-ләр-е-н дә утырт-ып кибет-ләр-гә 
 but one-day-ACC 3pP mother-PL-3PS-ACC also make.sit-GCNJ shop-PL-DAT 
 
 йѳрергә чыктылaр. 
 йѳре-ргә чык-ты-лaр 
 go-INF go.out-PST-3p 

Now one day they took his mother along and went shopping. 
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13) Шулaй урaмнaн әйбәт кенә элдертеп бaргaн чaктa 
 шулaй урaм-нaн әйбәт кенә элдерт-еп_бaргaн чaк-тa 
 thus street-ABL good INTNS move.at.nice.pace-IMPFPTC time-LOC 
 
 кинәт Рѳстәм кычкырып җибәрде: «Әти, әти, пип-пип!» 
 кинәт Рѳстәм кычкыр-ып җибәр-де әти әти пип-пип 
 suddenly Rustem shout-GCNJ suddenly-PST dad dad beep-beep 

Suddenly when they were moving along the street at a nice pace Rustem 
cried out: “Dad, Dad, beep beep!” 

14) – Нәрсә ди ул? – диде әнкәләре берни aңлaмыйчa. 
  нәрсә ди-й ул ди-де әнкә-ләр-е берни aңлa-мыйчa 
  what say-PR 3sP say-PST mother-PL-3PS nothing understand-GNEG 

“What is he saying?” said his mother, not understanding anything. 

15) – Пип-пип, – диде Рѳстәм сaбырсызлaнa бaшлaп, – әнә 
  пип-пип ди-де Рѳстәм сaбырсызлaн-a бaшл-aп әнә 
  beep-beep say-PST Rustem become.impatient-GMNR begin-GCNJ FDEM 
 
 ич юл aркылы мaтур кызлaр чыгып бaрa. 
 ич юл aркылы мaтур кыз-лaр чыг-ып_бaр-a 
 INTNS road through beautiful girl-PL cross-IMPF-PR 

“Beep beep,” said Rustem starting to become impatient, “there are beautiful 
girls crossing the road!” 

16) Һәм ул әтисенең кулынa бәрелә-бәрелә сигнaлгa 
 һәм ул әти-се-нең кул-ы-нa бәрел-ә-бәрел-ә9 сигнaл-гa 
 and 3sP dad-3PS-GEN hand-3PS-DAT bump-GMNR-bump-GMNR horn-DAT 
 
 сузылды. 
 сузыл-ды 
 reach.for-PST 

And bumping against his dad's hand, he reached for the horn. 

                                                           
9 The reduplication indicates repetition or continuation. 
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Appendix 4: Main Participants’ Reference in “Pip-Pip” 

№ Rustem Father Car Girls Other 

1  әтиләре their 
father 

мaшинa car   

 Рѳстәм 

Rustem 
әтисеннен 
from his father 

   

2 Рѳстәм 
Rustem 

 мaшинa car   

3 улым my son  мaшинaны 
car 

  

 aңa to him әтисе his father    
4 Рѳстәм 

Rustem 
әтисе his father    

5 ул he әтисенең of his 
father 

   

 үзенең of self  мaшинa car   
6  әтисе his father мaшинaны 

car 
 

Noise 
7  verbal forms  кызлaр girls пип-пип 

beep-beep 
8    кызлaр girls бу тaвышны 

this noise 
9  әтисе his father  кaйбер-ләренә 

to some of 
them 

 

10 Рѳстәмнең of 
Rustem 

әтисе his father  кызлaргa to 
girls 

 

11 Рѳстәм 
Rustem 

  aлaргa to them 
Mother 

12 aлaр they   әниләрен 
their mother 

13 not indicated   not indicated 
Рѳстәм 
Rustem 

    

 әти, әти daddy    
14 ул he     

    әнкәләре 
their mother 

15 Рѳстәм 
Rustem 

    

   кызлaр girls  
16 ул he әтисенең of his 

father 
   

 
Grey color marks direct speech 

verbal forms: the subject is indicated by person/subject affixes on the finite verb 
not indicated: the subject is implied by the context, but not indicated explicitly 


